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In Third World scenarios, an agriculture instructional 
need to extend technical information between the researcher 
and client populations that utilize lhc researchers' discover- 
ies. Because of constraints, the two populations communi- 
cate at different levels and parameters within a respective 
language. Constraints can be greatly circumvenlcd through 
a strategy of instructional courseware development. 

Courseware includes the things that help document and 
disseminate informauon/knowlcdge. The term especially 
refers to instructional or training materials. Examples of 
courseware used to transfer information arebooks, flipcharts. 
posters, slide-tape presentations, slide projectors, cassette 
tapes, or computers and computer-based instruction. Course- 
ware normally consist7 of two parts, hardware and sofnuare. 

Hardware is theapparatus that operatesa medium through 
which the message is sent. Examples are projectors, tape 
recorders television sets and microcomputers. Hardware is 
usually associated with electronic media. 

Software is the medium which contains the message. 
Examples would be a slide, audio cassette, overhead trans- 
parency, floppy diskette, and especially paper. In electronic 
media the software is dependent on, and displayed through, 
the hardware. 

areas: . storage . access 
individualization/interactive dialogue 
multisensory communication 

For example, in the areas of storage and access, the 
knowledge base contained in the 23-volume printed Ency- 
clopedia Britannica can now be stored on a 5.25-inch com- 
pact disk called CD ROM with space to spare. This disk will 
hold 270,000 typewritten pages of information. Information 
can be accessed in 5 seconds. Glossary or index windows 
assist the user in this process. This storage advance in 
courseware development can literally place a library of 
paper information at an individual's fingertips with almost 
instant recall. The library can be readily transported and 
explored at a time and place designated by the user. Thus, the 
courseware can be designed for use by the individual--a 
knowledge exploration along learner-motivated efforts. 

In h e  realm of multisensory devices associated with 
courseware development, the CDI is the latest advancement. 
Again a compact disk is used, but this lime it is programmed 
to be interactive with computer programs and peripherals. 
There are audio peripherals ha1 can listen and talk to the 
user; touch peripherals that make the user interact with the 

Importance of Courseware hardware/software by touching the screen, and, soon to be 
Courseware are imporhnt in h e  information transfer incorporated, optic peripherals that will lead users through 

process because they: our visual world. 
unlike oral communication, document information/ 
knowledge for perpetuity, which oral communication 
can not do; 
package such information to be readily uansportable 
('disscminalable'). 

They are especially important in the development of 
human resources, because if certain rules are followed they: . can increase the efficiency of inputdng knowledge by 

up LO 50%. when compared to the lecture; . allow a change in training methods that enhance prob- 
lem-solving; . assist learners in attaining knowledge independentofa 
teacher or human disseminator. 

Because of these advanlages, learnerdriven self-study 
courseware is becoming an important tool in information 
dissemination. 

Hardwarelsoftware Advances 
Because of the recent technological tliscoveries in hard- 

ware and software, courseware media devices are going 
through drastic advances. These advances address four basic 

Advances 
Cognitive psychology and courseware 

All these advances are exciting vistas in courseware 
development in relation to the storage, access, and methods 
ofknowledge acquisition and dissemination. However, some 
previous tracks of scientific progress are equally important. 
They deal with the psychology and techniques of how we 
communicate today. Investigations into the way messages 
are put together in the software are providing breakthroughs 
in communication. 

These discoveries are based on the research of a Swiss 
psychologist Jean Piaget. His research is associated with 
knowledge acquisition/development. Although most of his 
work was done in the 30's and 40's. it is central to message 
development in courseware production. Piaget found that 
knowledge development in the human being goes through a 
series of sequential stages: . sensori~notor . preoperational . concrete operations 

hiinnick isa training specialist and head of1heTraining and Technology . formal operations 
Transfer Dep:lrt~nent, International Rice Research Institute, P.O. Box The first stage, the sensorinlotor ages, are from birth to 
933, hfanila, Philippines. about2 years. It is a "touchy feeling" world whcre the child 
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matics, hierarchical relationships, and abstract knowledge 
acquisition and storage. The high one goes up in the formal 
ladder the less concrete (more abstract) are the communica- - - tion vehicles. Some contend that the description of knowl- 
edge acquisition in these formal areas deserve a more ele- 
vated word that training -- the word is education. 

In summary, then, Piaget found a path of knowledge 
explores by handand mouth the concrete world of "reality". acquisition and relationships. This path is exuemely impor- 
In this world they continually pick up and feel objects, put tant in courseware development. Message comprehension 
them in their mouth, taste. and throw them to initialize and and communication depend on where an individual is in 

STAGE 4 E l  

STAGE 1 E l  

catalogue a memory system of their these developmental stages. For ex- 
world around them -- a basic world of ample, a farmer with little education 
concrete associations. docs not understand that the circumfer- 

Next is thepreoperational age, from High formal ence of the water tank he is building is 
about 2-7. In h is  stage, the individual C=2(radius x pi). It should be remcm- 
starts to replace/substitute concrete bered that although Piaget described 
objects with abstract representatives. these four stages in cognitive develop- 
The picture of a cat is not a cat but Low formal ment, they are not discrete as such but 
slands for a cat. The word cat is even all four stages are in a continuum. To 
farther from theconcretecat but, never- better define this continuum, for future 
theless, stands for the reality thatpurrs, references, we will divide two of the 
scratches and rubs on your Icg. High concrete stagcs in half so that we have a low ant1 

From this preoperational stage of high concrete. and a low and high for- 
dealing with abstracts, individuals go ma1 stage. 
through a concrete operational stage With these divisions. we have a 
between the ages from 7 until. Until, barometer for information dissemina- 
because with many, there is no time Low OnCrete tion and training methodsconsistingof, 
limit. Much of the world's population if we discount the sensorimotor, five 
remains locked in this stagc wliere they population categories. 
must manipulate concrete objects or Right and Left Brain Discoveries 
input concrete information to maintain In the 1 9507s, there was a very sig- 
their "reality" and livelihood. They nificant discovery in brain function by 
obtain some abstract tools, like speech 

(3 
Roger Sperry and hiscolleaguesat Cali- 

and simple mathematics, but their world forn ia InstituteofTechnology. Sperry's 
isaconcretereality of seeing and touch- Sensorimotor research gave us further insight and 
ing rather than the abstract. another barometer for message devel- 

Some of the world's population go opment 
on to the formal operational stage. In Briefly, he was one of the initiators 
this stage formal language skills, mathe- of subsequent investigations that found 
matics. logic, and sequential analysis are learned. Most of the human to possess a left and right brain, that these two 
Lhesc skills are obtained in a formal environment referred to hemispheres can be divided into sectors, and that different 
as a school. In fact, most schools teach very litlle of the sectors perform different functions. The sectors and relarcd 
concrete but are steeped in the forrnal languages of mathe- functions are outlined on the next page: 

Notice that these sectors of the left brain are developed by 
Formal message the formal operational or lraining categorized by Piaget. Thc 

C = 2 T r  

Concrete message 
(I@..) consetvat~on d MSS 

QU ' 
Preoperational message 

= CAT 

Sensorimotor message 
lonal/Vxlch/laste the text on the right side of the page or content frame. 
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STAGE 4 

L l  
STAGE 3 

I 
STAGE 2 

!€ 
STAGE 1 

implication of these findings in courseware and message 
development is that there are two basic typcs of messagcs: a 
left brain message and a right brain message. Left brain 
messages are vcrbal and mathematical; right brain, spatial 
and pictorial. 

In general, people have two vocabularies that are devel- 
oped to different degrees; a verbal vocabulary and a pictorial 
vocabulary. On a scale, verbal vocabularies tend toward the 
abstract; the pictorial, toward the concrete. 

Other research has revealed that because of the optic 
chiasrn or the crossover of the opdc nerves, coursewarc 
layout should present the pictorial component on the left and 



operadons El 
r Verbal 
r Technical 

Logical/sequenrial 
halyrical 

r ~Marhemaacal 
Consemtive 

Integration of Cognitive and RighdLeft Brain Findings 
If we combine Sperry's findings with those of Piaget, we 

end up with a gcncralized courseware barometer for message 
construction of courseware materials that looks like this: 

In the scientific world, high formal messages are the 
standard format. The pages are filled with verbal codes, or 
words. and with mathematical and statistical symbols. The 
only examples of spatial communica~ion are graphs or tables. 

Left Right 

verbal pictorial 
Abstract Concrete 

The verbal coding is complex and designed for those with a 
high formal education. By conuast, concrete messages con- 
tain an array of spatial designs which accentuate a pictorial 
communication. Color communication is important in ac- 
centuating concretion. 

Making Messages to Fit 
High formal audiences consti~utc an extremely small part 

of the population needing information or technology. Thus 
technological messages writtentdcsigned for these different 
audiences outside science are few. In fact, it is difficult to 
decipher messages about scientific discoveries and technol- 
ogy because of the diversity of disciplines, each possessing 
its own vocabulary. Subsequently, there has been a trend 
toward a proliferation of technical journals with theirrespec- 
tive specialized audiences and languages. 

Conversely, instead of providing messages for the elite 
class of scientific researchers, messages can be "designed/ 
translated" to communicate with others needing technol- 
ogy: its processes, products. and concepts. (In many coun- 
tries the farmer-contact agent may have a 6-8 grade educa- 
tion.) The general, technical community and even many lay 
people can comprehend complex technical messages if they 
are presented in small sequential steps which are concrete 
(pictorially oriented). Thus, the audience for the technology 
is expanded to include the extension specialist and, in some 
cases, the extension agent. Even more important, concrete 
messages can form a matrix that Ihe extension agent can use 
to further translate for his client population -- the farmer. 

I 

r Holistic 
Intuitive 
Patterns 
Symbolic 

r Music 

In many parts of the world, almost all links in the lower 
part of the technology nansfer communication chain are 
oral. This creates a dependency on personal contact for 

Left visual field Right visual field 

L E n  RIGHT 
HEMISPHERE 

Specialized in 

processing text processing illustrations 
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Concrete 
Pictorial 
Intuitive 
Non-verbal 

Concrete 
Message 

information. Extension personnel are often competent in 
agricultural technology bul lack even the rudiments of 
communication training and marketing skills. Many exten- 
sion programs rely almost solely on demonstration and lack 
any semblance of media usc in their technology uansfer 
efforts. Yet, surveys conducted by the author in many 
struggling Third World countries (i.e. Nepal, Vietnam, 
Madagascar, Bhutan,etc.) indicate that there is at least a 50% 
literacy among many target farmer populations and it will 
increase in thc next generation. It is h e  correct lime to 
produce and use learner-driven instructional extension course- 
ware as a vehicle for technology transfer. Competent course- 
ware designers must be trained in extension services. Also, 
much of the courseware could bc used as learning materials 
in the schools, thereby sensitizing the next generation of 
farmers to rely on documcnted communication. 
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